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The "New" Job Search
WHERE ARE THE JOBS?
A great article ONLINE re: the job prospects for the class of 2020
"There are some bright spots, including tech companies and programs.
Most of the biggest names are continuing with their planned intake, albeit
under difficult circumstances. The graduate market is going to be
suppressed,” Mr Isherwood says, “but not completely cut off at the knees”
according to the article
So, yes, there are still jobs out there! It's necessary to get a little more
creative with the way you search.
Networking is still the most successful way people find jobs, so make a list
of AT LEAST ten people to reconnect with to let them know you're
looking. Enlisting others to help you and will give you ideas and
confidence.
Expand your search to different types of jobs or industries.
Update your LinkedIn account and use it to connect.
Explore YOUR new online resource: Handshake.
HANDSHAKE (aka the new "Hire-A-Husky")
You can now search jobs, post your resume, and make online appointments in
your new online platform: Handshake.
Go to the HBU Portal and click on the Career & Calling "bullhorn"
Handshake is replacing "Hire-A-Husky" as your new job searching and resume
posting platform for HBU students and alumni
You'll have access to nationwide jobs from approved employers, be able to make
online appointments, and much, much more!

More Online Resources from Career & Calling @ hbu.edu/careerandcalling
hbu.edu/roadmap * hbu.edu/careerlibrary * IG: @hbusuccess
A Prayer for our Grads: Heavenly Father, surround those graduating with your grace.
Bless them with hope so they move into the future with hope. Help them to put the
knowledge, skills, and experience into practice for all humanity to benefit. Inspire them to
believe in the goodness of life even when faced with challenges and difficulties. As they
commence with their lives, in a season of uncertainty, may they move forward with
wisdom, patience, and faith. We ask this in the name of Jesus. Amen
Career & Calling
hbu.edu/careerandcalling
careerandcalling@hbu.edu
281-649-3139
Virtual appt via Zoom
WHETHER YOU TURN TO THE RIGHT OR TO THE LEFT, YOUR EARS WILL HEAR
VOICE BEHIND YOU, SAYING, “THIS IS THE WAY, WALK IN IT." -ISAIAH 30:21

